Scofflaws, Ne’er-Do-Wells &
Liberals
I don’t think it’s coincidental that the Palestinians and
Obama both use children as props. Because they both know that
most normal human beings have a soft spot for kids, they don’t
hesitate to use them as propaganda tools. In the case of Arabs
and Muslims, they place them in harm’s way so that they can
then carry their mangled little bodies through the streets in
a perverted attempt to make their side appear to command the
moral high ground.
Because Israelis know that the world’s left-wing, antiSemitic, press opposes their nation’s very existence, they try
to avoid collateral damage when striking back at those who are
constantly firing missiles at them. They even call ahead to
warn civilians to avoid certain places being targeted. It is
at that point, that, more often than not, the Palestinians
round up children and place them on those rooftops. I suppose
that’s why it finally dawned on me why Islamics don’t eat
pork: professional courtesy.
As usual, Obama, Biden and their trained monkeys in the
Senate, called for restraint on the part of Israel, something
they never request of Israel’s enemies in the Middle East.
Frankly, inasmuch as Israel has a nuclear arsenal, I would say
that every day that passes without their nuking Gaza is an
example of unparalleled restraint.
Recently, we have seen how Obama has gone about using Central
American children as a way to coerce the passage of
legislation that he hasn’t been able to create with his pen
and his phone. He entices thousands of children to come north,
and when they arrive Obama labels it a humanitarian crisis and
insists that Congress fork over four billion dollars to deal
with the self-inflicted problem.

But it’s not for our government to roll out the red carpet for
everyone who thinks they’d like to live here. On the other
hand, Malia and Sasha are getting to be big girls, and we all
know how parents sometimes suffer from the empty nest
syndrome. So if Barack and Michelle decide they’d like to
adopt 65,000 kids, it’s fine with me. But I don’t think those
kids have any more right to show up, expecting to be clothed,
fed and sheltered, than I would have the right to, say, sleep
in the Lincoln Bedroom if I dropped by the White House
uninvited.
Something that bugs me no end about the pro-illegal alien side
of the debate is that they choose to ignore the fact that
nobody else in America is entitled to benefit from the
commission of a crime. So how is it that if the parents snuck
into the country and therefore are not really “subject to the
jurisdiction thereof,” their offspring are magically bestowed
with the benefits of citizenship? Just because the kids didn’t
personally sneak in doesn’t change a darn thing. After all, if
the parents had knocked over a bank, their kids wouldn’t
somehow be entitled to the loot.
Speaking of invasions, twice in the distant past, Europe has
had to fight off Muslim armies. It happened in 732, at the
Battle of Tours, and again in 1683, at the Battle of Vienna.
Clearly, in the intervening 431 years, the followers of Islam
have wised up, which is why just about every nation on the
continent is infested with millions of them, with not a shot
having been fired. God knows that Islam hasn’t changed for the
better over the centuries. It’s Europe that’s changed for the
worse.
But, for that matter, so have we. Walter Williams quoted James
Madison in a recent piece, reminding us that the father of the
Constitution once pointed out that “Charity is no part of the
legislative duty of the government.” And that holds true
whether the charity we’re referring to is welfare for the
individual or group, farm subsidies, corporate bailouts or

foreign aid. And anyone who tells you anything different is
simultaneously trying to pick your pocket and trash the
Constitution.
If I didn’t hate him so much, I might even feel sorry for
Obama. Imagine being the president during an election year,
and not one of your party’s candidates wants to be seen
sharing a hamburger, let alone a stage, with you. Even the
nuclear fallout at Chernobyl in 1997 wasn’t as toxic as this
guy. But, then, when you think about all the rats running
around in this administration, the big surprise is that
Washington, D.C., hasn’t yet experienced an outbreak of
bubonic plague.
I know that Costco had a change of heart about pulling Dinesh
D’Souza’s book, “America: Imagine the World without Her,” off
its shelves. But the turnaround only happened because so many
people raised a hue and cry about it. However, the fact
remains that its co-founder, and still an influential voice in
the company, James Sinegal, is a major contributor to Obama
and the Democrats and got to address the Democratic convention
in 2012. Therefore, is it asking too much of conservatives
that they avoid shopping there, and that at least in this one
small way display their annoyance with liberals who take their
hard-earned money and hand it over to those who despise them
and oppose every single thing conservatives hold dear?
In other news from the wacky world of liberalism, the madcap
ladies of NOW have placed the Little Sisters of the Poor on
their list of the Dirty 100 because of the Sisters’ resistance
to the abortion-causing contraceptives offered by ObamaCare.
Well, it just so happens that I keep a nasty little list of my
own, and NOW is very near the top of it.
Finally, a reader of mine, Roy Bahr, wrote to suggest that we
bring Edward Snowden back to the U.S. and have him recover
Lois Lerner’s lost emails.

Maybe I’m turning into a softy in my old age, but in exchange
for that, I just might offer the arrogant schmuck immunity.
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